Suzuki grand vitara engine diagram

Quick Links. Related Manuals for Suzuki DF9. Summary of Contents for Suzuki DF9. Please read
this manual carefully and Suzuki recommends that antennae be mounted review it from time to
time. Such hol-free unleaded gasoline whenever possible, labels may provide enough
information for you Make sure you under- tank. Do not remove them for any reason. Install 8
mm bolts, washers, lock washers and nuts, as illustrated and tighten the bolts sequen- tially.
Page Battery Installation Dealer. Page 14 The electrical system or its components may be
damaged if proper battery precautions are Suzuki recommends that you install the termi- not
followed. Page Use Of Electrical Accessories NOTE: Use of too much power for electrical
accesso- Ask your authorized Suzuki marine dealer to ries under certain operating conditions
can assist you in selecting a suitable propeller for cause the battery to discharge. Coat the
propeller shaft splines 1 liberally with Suzuki water resistant grease to help prevent corrosion.
Place the stopper 2 on the shaft. Page 17 3. Lower the motor back down. To decrease the To
lower the bow, move the pin towards the boat. To raise the bow, move the pin away from
steering tension, turn the steering tension bolt the boat. Page 18 3. Turn the idle adjustment
screw A clockwise to increase idle speed or counterclockwise to decrease idle speed. Page
Caution System If the oil level is correct, con- an indication of the need for maintenance. To
avoid damage to your outboard motor, reg- NOTE: ularly inspect and maintain it. Page 20
Over-Revolution Caution cover while the engine is running, you may be System. Consult your
authorized Suzuki marine dealer To check the oil level, stop the engine and if the
Over-Revolution Caution System acti- then remove the motor cover. If either of the above
situations arises, your authorized Suzuki Marine Dealer must be consulted as If you strike an
underwater object with the tilt soon as possible. Move the tilt lock lever 1 to the release posi- If
you use the tilt up lock arm to hold the motor in the fully tilted position for trailering, tion. Page
25 2. Running the engine with an excessive amount of oil can damage the engine. Do not overfill
the engine with oil. Tighten the oil filler cap securely. Page Break-In BREAK-IN NOTE: You may
throttle up beyond the recommended operating range to plane your boat, then imme- Proper
operation during this break-in period will diately reduce the throttle to the recommended help
ensure maximum life and performance operating range. The following guidelines will explain
proper break-in procedures. The motor has been lowered into the water. The fuel hose is
securely connected to the fuel tank and the motor. The lock plate is in place and the end of the
emergency stop switch cord is attached to a part of your body. Failure to properly attach the
emergency stop switch cord or to take proper precautions to help ensure that the emergency
stop switch works as intended may result in serious injury or death to the operator or
passengers. Page 29 2. Close the gency stop switch lock plate. Page 30 3. When you feel it
engage, pull the rope sharply to start the engine. Do not release the rope when it is pulled out.
Page 31 If the caution lamp remains lit after starting the engine, check the engine oil level and
add oil if necessary. If the oil level is correct, con- sult your authorized Suzuki marine dealer.
Push the choke knob in. Page 32 Before starting off, check to make sure that the emergency
stop switch operates properly. If the caution lamp remains lit after starting the engine, check the
engine oil level and add oil if necessary. Remove the motor cover by turning the lock lever in
the direction of the arrow and lifting NOTE: the cover off. The electric starter models are
equipped with a recoil starter as the back-up system for emer- gency starting. After following
steps of the normal starting procedure, pull the emergency starter rope NOTICE sharply to start
the engine. Page 35 Speed Control Speed Control After shifting, control the engine speed by
twist- To increase speed after you have shifted into ing the throttle control grip. Page 36 4. If the
spilled gasoline is just left on the NOTICE painted surface, it may cause a stain or discoloration of the surface coating. If the spilled gasoline is just left on the painted surface, it may
cause a stain or dis- Wipe off any spilled gasoline immediately with coloration of the surface
coating. If you do not take proper precautions when transporting your outboard, it can be damaged. If you need more ground clearance, trailer the motor in a tilted position using a tran- som
saver bar or similar device to support the weight of the motor. Follow the chart below. At each
interval, be sure to perform the indi- Exhaust gas contains carbon monoxide, a cated service.
Maintenance intervals should be dangerous gas that is difficult to detect judged by number of
hours or number of because it is colorless and odorless. Page 43 When replacing Be sure to
have maintenance performed parts on your outboard motor, Suzuki strongly according to the
schedule in the above chart. Page 44 1. If the standard plug is not suit- Rotation angle able for
your operating, consult your authorized Suzuki outboard motor dealer. Page 45 Consult your
authorized brush or spark plug cleaner, and adjust the gap Suzuki Marine Dealer if it is
necessary to according to the following chart: replace them. Remove the engine oil drain plug 1
and gasket 2, then let the engine oil drain. Reinstall the oil filler cap. To check the gear oil level,
remove the upper oil level plug and look into the hole. If the oil level is low, add the specified
gear oil until the level reaches the bottom edge of the hole. Page 48 If the gear oil has a milky

color, it is contami- nated with water. Immediately contact your authorized Suzuki marine dealer
for advice. Do not operate your outboard until the oil is changed and the cause of the
contamination is corrected. Page 50 Battery acid is poisonous and corrosive, and The fuel filter
must be inspected by authorized can cause severe injury. Suzuki Marine Dealer periodically.
Inspect fuel filter at initial 20 hours 1 month. Avoid contact with eyes, skin, clothing, and Inspect
fuel filter at every hours 12 painted surfaces. Page Flushing The Water Passages 2. Connect a
garden hose to the flushing Make sure that the motor is stopped. Raise the engine to the full tilt
up position. Remove the plug A from the flushing port. Page Submerged Motor If you encounter
friction or resistance while cranking the engine, stop at once and do not attempt to start the
engine until you find and correct the problem. Take the motor to your authorized Suzuki Marine
Dealer as soon as possible to be overhauled. Page Storage Procedure for example, at the end of
the boating sea- coloration of the surface coating. Wipe off any spilled gasoline immediately
with However, if you choose to prepare the motor for a soft cloth etc. Page After Storage Such
damage Fuse case cover may not be covered under warranty. If you are not sure about the
proper action to correct a problem, consult your Suzuki marine dealer. Page Specifications If a
fuse is blown, try to determine the root lation, you may have a major electrical system cause
and correct it. If the cause is not corrected, the fuse may be blown again. This manual is also
suitable for: Df8a Df9. Print page 1 Print document 61 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. P engine
code for Suzuki Grand Vitara provides below are generic codes that may not apply to all
vehicles. Suzuki Grand Vitara manufacturer uses specific Suzuki Grand Vitara diagnostic code
that are different from the codes shown below. A good ground connection is also extremely
important. P engine problem because the presence of voltage at the panel harness won't make
the panel work if there is a bad ground connection. Since the instrument cluster is mounted in a
plastic dash, a separate ground wire or ground circuit through the wiring harness is usually
needed to complete the power circuit. Refer again to the wiring diagram to find the ground path,
and then check it with your ohmmeter. Do not use a self-powered test light because it cannot
measure resistance any resistance will lower circuit voltage. Starting letter P diagnostic code
shows that there are problems in engine, transmission and emissions systems. If your vehicle
is an older model with a non-electronic Transmission, you can check the distributor cap to see
whether the spark is getting from there to the coil and on to the spark plugs. Don't forget! If your
P engine code not resolved on and there are trouble codes in your computer, your vehicle will
not pass an OBD 2 emissions test. The light must be off and there must be no codes in memory
to pass an OBD 2 emissions test. In addition, all of the OBD II self-monitors that check for faults
must have run and completed without finding any further problems to pass the test. Copyright EngineDiagnosticCode. Code Search Please fill the "Code Box" to find engine fault code. In , in
a small village on the coast called Hamamatsu. Over the years, his company has been
successful, but as time passed, and Suzuki realized that he would have to diversify if it wants to
stay in business. Unlike Toyota , which has copied American 6-cylinder engine, the Suzuki
created its own model, four-cylinder engine with a capacity of 13 hp. But as soon as the WW2,
the production of passenger cars has become a luxury, and Suzuki went back to producing
looms to support the new cotton industry in Japan. It ended when the market crashed in
Universal and ingenious, Suzuki began producing engines for motorcycles. Unlike other
engines that could be installed on the bike, its engines had a unique feature that allows the
driver to pedal when the engine is assisted or completely disable them. This attracted the
attention of the Government, which provided funding for the research Suzuki. In the 90s the
company continued to expand throughout the world and has released several other models of
4x4. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Suzuki Celerio Owner's Manual. Suzuki Carry Owner's Manual.
Adobe Acrobat Document 1. Suzuki Ciaz Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 3. Suzuki
Ertiga Owner's Manual. Suzuki Forenza Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 4. Suzuki
Reno Owner's Manual. Suzuki Grand Vitara Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 5.
Suzuki SX4 Owner's Manual. Suzuki Swift Owner's Manual. Suzuki XL7 Owner's Manual. Adobe
Acrobat Document Suzuki Wiring Diagrams. JPG Image JPG Image 1. Portable Network Image
Format Graphic Interchange format History of Suzuki Cars. He moved on to the construction of
cars and began to develop its prototype in Suzuki car parts catalog online suzuki grand vitara
parts diagram suzuki grand vitara parts suzuki grand vitara parts diagram. Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user

consent prior to running these cookies on your website. About The Author masuzi. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Notify me of follow-up comments by email. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can
provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs
or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Suzuki Grand Vitara problems
occur, check out our car reliability stats. All years. Grand Vitara. Suzuki Grand Vitara repairs by
problem area. Suzuki Grand Vitara engine repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs
Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 74 repair trips. The repair cost chart
excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include
maintenance. Loud vibrating sound coming from under the car. Dealer says common problem
and heat shield needs replacement. Dealer replaced ignition components and problem fixed
under warranty. Coolant in reservoir would empty after one week of driving. Used fuel injector
cleaner fluid, changed fuel filter filthy. Also DPF filter light would come on, not as often. All
replaced. Taken to dealer, one glow plug was faulty. Part ordered from Japan Two weeks later
part arrived and fitted next day. Car was still drivable with injection warning light on all the time.
Car is a diesel Vit. New seal fitted. The main seal did not need replacing. Gasket replaced, so far
no weeping of oil. Light warning was first indication then verified at the dealer. Repair covered
under power train warranty. Computer read, intercooler lost pressure. Intercooler
ruptured,changed symptoms returned intermittently. Rebuild threads for sensor. Owned for 6
months, factory warranty has paid for all. Dead dead battery. Tried jump start. Blew all electrics
to the fuel system. From gas pedal fuel pump throttle body an 2 other items. It's running great
now. My wife would not go, I had to take it myself. I insisted the dealer do a smoke test to check
system. Dealer said it was a loose gas cap and instructed my wife in how to install it that was
not the issue as was discovered later. Problem was easily repaired by replacing the three
hangers and hardware with new parts. Wire for 02 sensor replaced. The EGR and the 02 sensor
checks would not complete. Problem was found to be the MAP sensor. This was never found by
dealer when under warranty. Very poor Suzuki service. Still remains on. Has been a problem
since car had 3k miles on it. No wonder Suzki went BK in this country. Reset, car smoged. Light
is now back on. Yet check engine light remains on size 1 month old. No fix has been found by 5
mechanics. Check engine light went out for 30 mintues came back on. Two weeks later, told my
EGR valve needed to be cleaned. Turned out my EGR valve needed to be replaced. Worn and
broke while driving. Damage is minor. Placed in "observe and wait" status. A few other reports
of this can be found in Suzuki online discussions. Fell apart while doing other repair. This
should have been a recall as all of the original pulleys had plastic parts that broke. Check
engine light was on--computer check showed the AFR sensor was defective. Never seen any
other auto tranny do this this bad. They tell me that's the way they are. And thats not good. Stay
away from the auto if you're in a hilly area. Nevertheless, it was simply tightened and things are
OK now. Cap was replaced. Not an ethical mechanic. Took to garage and it was determined to
be a catalitic convertor shield. Shield was removed. See TrueDelta's information for all Suzuki
models. Suzuki Grand Vitara Engine Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see
vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. The engine stared making a
lound knocking sound. Took almost 4 weeks to get the work completed but finally the lower
block was replaced. This car is seriously starting to suck. Intermittent long crank time before
engine would start. Small hairline crack in engine block causing slight coolant loss. Fuel
injector warning light on, losing power etc. Still same, not fixed. Fuel injector warning light
persistently comes on, car slows to a stop,been to 2 diesel specialists, 6 visits, had car on and
off since Feb, no resolve. Faulty turbo return pressure sensor and connecting hoses. DPF was
removed and cleaned. Engine injection light came on. Car was found to have a leaking sump
gasket. Number 4 glow plug needed to be replace. Engine light won't turn off. Leaking seal was
discovered while having the oil changed. Turbo hose was ruptured, replaced. Temperature
sensor on turbine intake. The rear main seal has went out and rear differential is being replaced.
Left ignition on all night. They discovered a bad pump for the evaporation system but did not
have the part so I had to return again. First visit for check engine light. Repaired an exhaust
system rattle due to failed hangers. Check engine light on for third time, light reset by owner.

Failed smog check. Check engine light back on. Check engine light still on. Check engine light
on now for 12 years. Had one sensor replaced. Melted materials under drivers floorwell carpet
caused by exhaust components underneath. Exhaust pipe tube rusted hole at flange, replaced
with tube section spliced and welded in place. Exhaust ring joint replacement. Check engine
light on- Bad evaporative cannister purge valve Warranty mile service Synthetic oil Differential
service fluid change front and rear as manual states. Auto trans downshifting on every little hill
on highway. Had the regional service rep test drive GV to try and get Auto tranny down shifting
issue resolved. Replaced belt tensioner pulley at dealership. OB11 code pulled was P
Requested check of computer and sensors due to low fuel milage issues. Noticed significant
rattle coming from under the vehicle. Quick Links. Precautions for Engine Engine General
Information and. Precautions on Engine Service Precautions in Diagnosing Trouble Precautions
of Electric Throttle Body. System Calibration General Description Statement on Cleanliness and
Care Engine Diagnosis General Description On-Board Diagnostic System Description Engine
and Emission Control System. Air Intake System Description Description of Electric Throttle
Body System Description of Electric Throttle Body. Generator Control System Description
Electronic Control System Description Schematic and Routing Diagram Component Location
Electronic Control System Components. Diagnostic Information and Procedures DTC Check
DTC Clearance DTC Table Fail-Safe Table Scan Tool Data Visual Inspection Engine Basic
Inspection Engine Symptom Diagnosis Stop but Engine Can Be Started Circuit For M16 Engine
Timing Over-Advanced or System Performance. Circuit Low Input Circuit High Input Sensor
Circuit Low Sensor Circuit High Circuit Low Circuit High Main Circuit Low Main Circuit High
Slow Response Sensor Suzuki grand vitara automobile owner's manual pages. Page 2 1-ii Table
of Contents Page 3 Table of Contents 1-iii Page 4 1-iv Table of Contents Page 5 Table of
Contents 1-v Page 6 1-vi Table of Contents Page 7: Precautions Precautions: Page 11 2 driving
cycle detection logic. Air intake system includes air cleaner, throttle body, and intake manifold.
Fuel delivery system includes fuel pump, delivery pipe, etc. Among them, assembly
components are as follows. The completely closed position data is saved in memory of ECM.
However, the completely closed position of the throttle valve of the electric throttle body system
signal voltage from throttle position sensor when throttle is completely closed differs one from
the other depending on individual differences of the throttle valve and throttle position sensor.
Ignition switch 8. Electrode Lean Rich CPU Accelerator pedal position APP sensor Sub fuel
level sensor Shield wire Stop lamp switch CMP sensor Stop lamp Radiator cooling fan motor
No. DLC Air cleaner Radiator cooling fan motor Immobilizer coil antenna if equipped 2. EVAP
canister purge valve Combination meter Main relay 3. BCM Wheel speed sensor VSS 4. Electric
throttle body assembly built-in b: EVAP canister purge valve B: Combination meter throttle
position sensor and throttle actuator 3. Go to Step Is there any DTC s? Engine basic inspection
and engine symptom Go to Step It should be modified according to conditions characteristic of
each market. DTC and freeze frame data stored in ECM memory are also cleared in the following
2 Disconnect battery negative cable for specified time cases. Detecting item DTC will set when
detecting: Battery voltage is higher than specification even through generator control is
maximum regulation, or battery P Generator control circuit voltage is lower than specification
even through generator â€” Detecting condition DTC No. DTC No. Follow the flow carefully. Step
Action MIL power supply check Emission Control Is resistance within specified value? Is it OK?
Camshaft position control check Substitute a known- Go to Step 5. Is it in good condition?
Replace defective sensor. Power circuit is open. Repair or replace defective wire circuit. Go to
Step 4. Poor substitute a known- connected. Go to Step 6. Is voltage 0 V? HO2S-2 heater circuit
check Go to Step 6. Add fuel and recheck. Go to Step 3. Fuel quality check Go to Step 4. Clean
in fuel system circuit and change fuel. Knock sensor 2. Knock sensor circuit check Intermittent
trouble. Go to Step 5. EGR valve 4. Sensed information 7. Main relay 2. Intake manifold 5. Page
Go to Step 5. EGR valve operation check Go to Step 4. Faulty wire s are shorted to ground 1
With ignition switch turned OFF, measure resistance circuit. Warm up three way catalytic
converter 5. ECM 2. HO2S-2 4. EVAP canister purge valve 4. Fuse box No. Main relay 5.
Intermittent trouble. Wire circuit check Go to Step Generator 3. IMT vacuum solenoid valve 4.
Repair open or high resistance of CAN 1 Measure resistance at following connector terminals. If
circuit good ECM and recheck. Repair short to ground of CAN communication 1 Measure
resistance at following connector terminals. Are they in good condition? Wire harness check Go
to Step 9. Run engine at rpm, Electric load 1. ECT 1. E â€” Go to Step 9. Step Action Fuel
injector check for operating sound Step Action Fuel pump control system check for operation
Substitute a known- good ECM and recheck. Is voltage 0 â€” 1 V? Wire circuit check Go to Step
8. Injector 2. Delivery pipe 3. Fuel pressure regulator 4. Fuel filter and fuel pump If battery
voltage is low, pressure becomes lower than specification even if fuel pump and line are in
good condition. Check amount of refrigerant. Step Action DTC check DTC flow. Low speed

radiator cooling fan control circuit check Radiator cooling fan low Perform from Step 2 to speed
control system is Page Special Tools And Equipment Tech 2, 2. DLC cable, 4. Cigarette cable, 6.
Page Aux. Emission Control Devices Aux. Emission Control Devices: If resistance is not as
specified, replace EVAP canister purge valve. Page Evap Canister Inspection Aux. Emission
Control Devices: 1B-4 Do not suck nozzles on EVAP canister. Fuel If found faulty, replace EGR
valve assembly. Installation Reverse removal procedure noting the following. Removal 1
Disconnect negative cable at battery. Page 1C-3 Engine Electrical Devices: If found faulty,
replace oxygen sensor. Tighten CKP sensor bolt to specified torque. ON CKP sensor resistance
â€” Control Relay 2 Remove included in integration relay No. Page 1C Engine Electrical
Devices: If resistance is as specified, proceed to next operation check. If not, replace intake
manifold tuning vacuum solenoid valve. Resistance of intake manifold tuning vacuum solenoid
valve Between two terminals: 33 â€” The optimized intake valve timing produce such an air
intake with high efficiency that both the higher power generation and lower fuel consumption
can be attained in the whole engine speed range from low to high. The engine vacuum that
develops in the intake line is a good indicator of the condition of the engine. Vacuum should be
within specification. Vacuum specification at sea level 59 â€” 73 kPa 45 â€” 55 cmHg, Special
tool 2. Magnet 5 Using a micrometer 2 , measure the thickness of the removed shim 1 , and
determine replacement shim by calculating the thickness of new shim with the following
formula and table. A : â€” A : â€” Available new shims No. Thickness mm Thickness mm Shim
No. Shim No. Page 2 as shown. Intake manifold bolt short 1. Intake manifold 8. EVAP canister
purge valve hose Engine front mounting 4. Engine front mounting right bracket 5. Crankshaft
pulley bolt 9. Oil gallery pipe No. Oil control valve 2. Crankshaft pulley Page 6 Apply engine oil
to new O-rings and install them to water outlet pipe 2. S5JB0A Tighten bolts to specified torque.
Oil Seal Tightening torque Check oil seal lip for fault or other damage. Oil Control Valve Tighten
nuts to specification. Crankshaft timing sprocket 5. Timing chain 6. If turned, interference may
occur between piston and valves and valves themselves, and parts related to piston and valves
may be Approx. Intake camshaft 5. Shim 9. Upper camshaft bearing : Shim No. Then tighten
them by the numerical order in the figure. Fit intake cam timing sprocket assembly to camshaft
2 Camshaft runout limit and hold hexagonal section of camshaft by using If any malcondition is
found, replace. I2RH0B Measure cylinder head bore and tappet outside diameter to determine
cylinder head-to-tappet clearance. If clearance exceeds limit, replace tappet or cylinder head.
Valve cotters 7. Exhaust valve Cylinder head bolt M8 : Be sure to tighten cylinder head bolt M8
after securing the other cylinder head bolt M Remove oil, old gasket and dust from mating
surface. Removal 2 Install knock pins 1 to cylinder block. Each valve spring has top end
large-pitch end 1 5 Install new valve stem seal 1 to valve guide. Be sure to take reading at more
than one place along the length of each stem and guide. To check runout, rotate valve slowly. If
runout valve or showing width of seating contact that is out of exceeds its limit, replace valve.
NOTE Do not use any sharp-edged tool to scrape off carbon deposits. Be careful not to scuff or
nick metal surfaces when decarbonizing. The same applies to valves and valve seats, too. NOTE
Do not apply oil between connecting rod and bearing or between bearing cap and bearing. If any
one of four cylinders has to be rebored, rebore all four to the same next oversize. This is
necessary for the sake of uniformity and balance. Piston clearance should be within
specification as follows. If it is out of specification, rebore cylinder and use oversize piston. On
crank web No. To distinguish them, they are painted in and alphabets stamped on crank web
No. CKP sensor if equipped Rear oil seal housing Knock sensor Rear oil seal Sensor plate bolt
3. Cylinder block Face oil groove 2 sides to NOTE crank webs. Crankshaft Runout Using a dial
gauge, measure runout at center journal. NOTE Rotate crankshaft slowly. On mating surface of
cylinder block, five alphabets are stamped as shown in the figure. To distinguish them, each
bearing is painted in the following colors at such position as indicated in the figure. Each color
represents the following thickness at the center of bearing. A 1 Red and Purple Red and Brown
The double overhead camshaft is mounted over the cylinder head; IMT valve 3. Engine torque
[B]: IMT valve closed 2. Intake manifold 4. Engine speed IMT Intake manifold tuning system
varies effective length of intake pipe by opening and closing IMT valve in order to improve air
volumetric efficiency. Under this condition, the negative pressure is not applied to IMT valve
actuator. Page Engine Vacuum Check 12 After checking, install spark plugs 2 and ignition
Special tool coils 1. I5JB0A 5 Start engine and run engine at specified idle speed, and read
vacuum gauge. Electric throttle body assembly : Never disassemble intake manifold.
Disassembly will spoil its original performance. If faulty condition is found, replace it with new
one. Engine front mounting 6. Engine splash cover 2. Engine front mounting right bracket 7.
Engine front mounting nut 3. Engine front mounting left bracket 8. Engine rear mounting
member bolt 4. Crankshaft pulley bolt 6. Crankshaft pulley 7. Installation To remove crankshaft
pulley, use special tools 1 Clean sealing surfaces on timing chain cover, Steering wheel

remover, Bearing puller attachment cylinder block and cylinder head. Remove oil, oil sealant
and dust from sealing surface. Page 4 Apply engine oil to oil seal lip, then install timing in
figure. Tighten bolts and nut to specified torque. To remove them, fit a spanner 4 2nd timing
chain and match marks on idler sprocket. To tighten it, fit a sprockets are in match with timing
marks 4, 6 and 8 spanner 2 to hexagonal part 3 at the center of of cylinder head, cylinder block
and lower crank camshaft to hold it stationary. Timing chain guide No. Camshaft Sprocket
Check teeth of sprocket for wear or damage. Spacer 12 Check that dark blue and yellow plates
of 1st timing chain are in match with match marks on sprockets 8 With latch of tensioner
adjuster No. Exhaust camshaft housing 9. Exhaust camshaft 6. Shim Camshaft housing bolt :
Direct shim No. If any malcondition is found, replace camshaft or cylinder 10 Install cylinder
head cover. Journal clearance Standard Limit 0. I2RH0B Measure cylinder head bore and tappet
outside diameter Cylinder block 7. Valve stem seal Cylinder head bolt M6 : Be sure to tighten
cylinder head bolt M8 after securing cylinder head bolt M After reaming, clean bore. Before
installing valve to valve guide, apply engine oil to stem seal, valve guide bore, and valve stem.
Special tool A : â€” B : â€” If runout exceeds its limit, replace valve. Remember, weakened valve
springs can cause chatter, not to mention possibility of reducing power output due to gas
leakage caused by decreased seating pressure. Top ring 8. Guide connecting installation. When
installing a standard size piston, make sure to match piston with cylinder as follows. S5JB0A
Damaged or faulty piston should be replaced. If measured gap is out of specification, replace
ring. NOTE Clean carbon and any other dirt from top of cylinder bore before inserting piston
ring. Check big-end of connecting rod for side clearance, Measure crank pin for out-of-round or
taper with a with rod fitted and connected to its crank pin in the micrometer. Remove
connecting rod bearing cap, and using a scale 2 on gauging plastic envelope, measure a. Before
checking bearing clearance, clean bearing gauging plastic 1 width at the widest point and crank
pin. Next, check crank pin diameter. On crank web of No. Cylinder block 9. Check valve Lower
crankcase Page Make sure that two halves are painted in the same surface area as shown in
figure. Bond No. Special tool A : â€” B : â€” 10 Install dowel pin 2. I2RH 2. If engine is under the
following conditions, select a new standard bearing as followings and install it. On lower 3
There are 5 kinds of standard bearings differing in crankcase five alphabets are stamped as
shown in thickness. To distinguish them, they are painted 1 figure. For example, if number
stamped on crank web No. Regrind journal to the following finished diameter. Finished journal
diameter Check oil pump chain for wear or damage. Oil is drawn up through the oil pump
strainer and passed through the pump to the oil filter. If oil leakage is found, repair it. Rotor
plate 6. Rotor plate bolt Circlip 2. O-ring 7. Outer rotor 8. Spring : Do not reuse. The filtered oil
flows into two paths in cylinder block. When servicing, be sure to perform it after exhaust
system has cooled down. Oil pan 8. Gasket : Apply sealant to mating surface. Oil pump strainer
9. Baffle plate 3. If the measured values of length or tension is less than the specification,
replace oil pump relief valve set. If side clearance exceeds its limit, replace oil pump assembly.
Limit on side clearance 0. I2RH 1. Oil pump case No. I5JB0A 1. Radiator inlet hose 5. Thermostat
9. Heater core inlet hose 2. Radiator outlet hose 6. Radiator fan operates Not enough coolant
Check coolant level and add as necessary. Faulty thermostat Replace. Page Engine Cooling
System: 1F-5 Thermostat To cylinder head [B]: J20 engine model Thermostat cap To water
pump 1. Radiator Radiator inlet No. To heater core 2. Reservoir Installation 1 Apply sealant to
mating surface of water pump 1 as shown in the figure. Incorporated in the pump assembly are;
a fuel filter 2 included and a fuel level gauge 3 attached. S5JB0A 5 Measure fuel pressure at
each condition. Page 1G-6 Fuel System: Page Fuel System: 1G-7 Fuel pump gasket To fuel tank
[B]: For J20 engine model Fuel tank bolt Fuel pump bolt Sub fuel level sensor 1. Be sure to
connect and clamp each hose correctly as shown in figure. Page Fuel System: 1G-9 Due to the
fact that fuel feed line 1 is under high pressure, use special care when 2 Install pipes with pipe
clamps to vehicle. Replace O-ring with new one. Check fuel tank inlet valve for the following. If
any damage or malfunction is found, replace. Page 1G Fuel System: Main relay Ignition coil
assembly for No. ECT sensor ECM 9. Page 1H-5 Ignition System: Electrical connection check Go
to Step 5 for M16 Connect securely. Page Ignition System: 1H-6 Removal If resistance exceeds
specification, replace high-tension 1 Remove engine cover. S5JB0A 2 Tighten ignition coil bolts
1 to specified torque, and then connect ignition coil coupler. For M16 Engine Measure
secondary coil for resistance. Page Special Tool No. Therefore, be sure to check model and
specification of the vehicle being serviced before replacing parts. General Description Cranking
Circuit Introduction S5JB0A The cranking circuit consists of the battery, starting motor, ignition
switch, and related electrical wiring. Page 1I-4 Starting System: If plunger and pinion return
inward, replace magnetic switch. The magnetic switch assembly and parts in the starting motor
are enclosed in the housings so that they will be protected against possible dirt and water
splash. If no continuity exists, coil is open and Plunger should be replaced. Inspect plunger for

wear. Replace if necessary. Page 1I-8 Starting System: If brush movement within brush holder is
sluggish, check brush holder for distortion and sliding faces for contamination. Clean or correct
as necessary. Page Starting System: 1I-9 Check that clutch locks up when turned in direction of
drive and rotates smoothly in reverse direction. Page Specifications 1I Starting System: Limit: 5.
Number of pinion teeth Performance Charging and electrical systems should also be checked at
this time. All regulator components are enclosed into a solid mold, and this unit along with the
brush holder assembly is attached to the rear housing. The regulator voltage is being controlled
by ECM under some conditions while driving. Page Check Charging System: 1J-5 Removal 2
While holding the tensioner, install generator belt 1. Generator adjusting bolt For M16 Engine 9.
Generator [B]: For J20 Engine 5. Generator mounting bolt Fo
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r J20 Engine : 7. If there is no continuity, replace rotor or regulator. Page 1J Charging System:
If there is no continuity, replace stator 1. If there is continuity, replace stator. Page Charging
System: 1J Check both directions by reversing probes of ohmmeter and there should be only
one-way continuity in each case. If check result is not satisfactory, replace rectifier 1. The
three-way catalytic converter is an emission control device added to the exhaust system to
lower the levels of Hydrocarbon HC , Carbon Monoxide CO , and Oxides of Nitrogen NOx
pollutants in the exhaust gas. Page 1K-2 Exhaust System: Exhaust pipe No. Exhaust manifold
gasket Exhaust center pipe Exhaust center pipe nut 2. Page Exhaust System: 1K-3 Exhaust
center pipe gasket 1. Muffler Muffler mounting 2. Exhaust manifold Mounting Page
Specifications 1K-6 Exhaust System: Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In
OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

